How to Make: Puzzle Trays
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Step 1
You will need the following materials:
Masonite board 24 x 32 inches (61 x 81 cm)
¼ round molding – 10 feet long (3.0 m long)
Angle box & hand saw (or access to an electric saw to prepare materials in advance and then do gluing part
with students)
Wood glue & small sponge brush
Measuring tape
Pencil
Clamps to hold pieces in place or heavy items (to apply pressure) as the glue applied to the moldings dries
Step 2
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Preparing the materials

It is best to have the four pieces of your molding cut to the size of your board prior to begin gluing. 45
degree angles are required to make the corner edges.
Note: If you find that cutting the edges at 45 degree angle is too difficult, you can also use the molding
suggested in the small puzzle tray, then you’ll only need to do 90 degree cuts
Apply wood glue using sponge brush to minimize spillage due to excess glue
Apply the moldings onto the board ensuring to match up the angles and making 90 degree corners.
Set clamps to hold the moldings onto the tray (or use your heavy items to apply pressure) while the glue is
drying. This generally takes about 2 hours.
Your puzzle tray will then be ready to use.

Option to make small puzzle trays to accompany the main
puzzle tray (this can be handy when making larger puzzles
(500+ pieces) so that you can have sufficient space to sort
through colors and facilitate the puzzle making process).
Having all your pieces of puzzles in trays will enable you to
move them to different locations if needed or if you don’t
have sufficient space in your room to have a permanent
puzzle area. It’s a quick and easy way to keep things
organized! We recommend that you make 2-3 to
accompany 300-1000 piece puzzles
Additional materials needed for small puzzle trays:
• Masonite board 16 x 16 inches (40 x 40 cm)
• 1 inch x ¼ inch rectangular molding (6 feet long)
2.5 x 1 cm - 1.8 m in length)

